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Hello, in this story I will tell you about a strange mob in a strange version of minecraft, which I
came across when I received a strange message in my mail, I opened and saw only a link to

the file sharing service, I decided to follow the link and I saw the file name a1.2.2 c I first
thought that this is the usual version of minecraft, but when I viewed the launcher, I did not see
this version anywhere. I got interested and decided to launch and see what's special about this

version I created the world and started to survive. I cut down a tree built a temporary house
out of mud, I decided not to stay in one place. I went further and noticed that the further I
moved away from my previous location, the more lags there were, and the more broken

chunks sank. I thought it was a bug and didn't pay attention to it, but then the chunks drew
strange holes, strange positions of blocks, I started to get stressed out, and suddenly I saw

something in the distance, small 4 pixels caught my eye, it was the colors blue and light red, I
decided to approach but when I came where this object was, but it disappeared like an

enderman, and then my game froze and turned off. I don't know what it was but it clearly didn't
look like a block. I rummaged through the game files and found the game folder texture to a

strange mob in the folder mobs its name was ocv115 I opened and before me stood the image
of the skin like a player, but it was strange, I closed, I rummaged through the files and found

one file ocv115.class I was not myself, I thought I was alone in my own world, but this was not
the case, I have files of this game and free to download! But still, I didn't understand what was

happening while I was surviving....
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out of mud, I decided not
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went further and noticed
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bug and didn't pay
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of blocks, I started to get
stressed out, and
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approach but when I
came where this object
was, but it disappeared
like an enderman, and

then my game froze and
turned off. I don't know
what it was but it clearly
didn't look like a block. I
rummaged through the
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mobs its name was
ocv115 I opened and
before me stood the

image of the skin like a
player, but it was
strange, I closed, I

rummaged through the
files and found one file
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myself, I thought I was
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case, I have files of this
game and free to

download! But still, I
didn't understand what
was happening while I
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